The God Of Increase

I trust these 4 weeks that is coming up we will have the patience and the grace to go through this period. God is in charged. Those who are in charge do not know what is happening; those who are not in charge also don't know what is happening; So we have confused a lot of people that keep confusing everybody else. But I pray that Your heart will be open despite and in spite of what is happening, in our personal life or in the government or in the nation. We are beginning to find the wisdom of God to occupy till He comes. I believe that the church has to be steady and strong so that we can finish our assignment. This is called basic distraction to fulfilling our mission.

The unlimited grace must be given to us. We receive the transfer of God's anointing upon our lives and take new challenges. The future is great if you walk on the pathway of righteousness. People are still telling me they are receiving God's divine resources despite and in spite of the year of plenty being over. If you start well the momentum is greater and greater. It is all from glory to glory, from strength to strength. Not having increase and decrease. God must give us the wisdom.

The wisdom comes by the Holy Spirit touching your spirit and giving you understanding - the purpose why He wants to bless you. No reason to give you extra resources when you are wasting the ones that you have received. In fact, God doesn't do that. His principles are that if we sow, we reap. You sow bountifully, you reap bountifully. You sow
sparingly, you reap sparingly. But I want to pray that you will know the God of increase. It is one thing to know the Holy Spirit in just a meeting because everybody is helping, the river is flowing. You can be carried forth in the momentum of what God is doing, but when you are alone, that's what matters. What do you do when you are alone?

It is wonderful when the sermon is preached and you are blessed and you feel great and excited about it. But what does happen when you are on your own? How strong are you to combat against everything that comes against you when you are alone in one room? This is what makes a man. That is why the Bible says that Elijah came from the Presence of God, “As the Lord God lives before Whom I stand there will be neither rain nor dew except by my word!” God was working in his life for that one moment of glory that is going to happen that God will bring him forth and use him in a mighty way. He arrived not as a settler but as a pioneer breaking through. And when he came out after being raised by God. We don't know his family background at all. We know that he is from among the settlers of Gilead, of a mountainous area. That is why he knows how to get to Mount Sinai and all because he was in to mountain climbing. God is kind to us to show us that if He makes you by His hand and by His Spirit, you are made for a significant purpose.

I am taking a lot of time in my spirit to engage in what I am talking to you over the last few weeks that if anything should happen to me you still have the grace to carry on and to finish the assignment. No use receiving a big
assignment with nobody to fulfil it. When I was found in this condition I have made up my mind that I am going to finish the assignment that God gives to me. If God be merciful, use me to finish it, if not, use you to finish it because our vision encompasses a large body of Christ across the nations of the world. People in church realise that I am happier outside than inside because there is so much to do. If you sit here and just become a philosopher, you have a mindset that you think that you are in it when you are not. **Unless you put your life on the line you cannot feel what I feel.** We got a lot of work to do. That is why we have children. So that our children can continue the legacy that we carry.

The good man and the evil man are also forgotten. After they die nothing happens. But **if you are a good father, you raise up succession and leave a legacy behind, after you die they will still be talking about you.** It is not death when you live in people's heart after you die. If you are in the hearts of people, you are not dead. They are still talking about you. **Your life is still manifesting itself.** So I aim to do that because I don't know what the government will do but I know what I will do. I hope you know what you do. **Whether it is in education, whether it is in business, whether it is in a church meeting or taking leadership in the house, you have to decide how far you want to go so that we are empowered by the Holy Spirit.**

And because you are connected to heaven, the upper room and the Throne room are connected; Holy Spirit can move from the Throne and zoom right in. That is what we call real
Zoom. The Holy Spirit was just poured out into the upper room. So God is waiting when the church is ready. When the fullness of time came. When the day of Pentecost had fully come! Not partially! You deliver the baby you see that head is not coming out first, the, legs are coming out first, you know something will happen. It is dangerous. You got to push the baby back and then the baby makes a full turn before the baby is delivered. So I want to pray that the Holy Spirit will fall upon our lives. We have April to September. **Something of the Spirit capacity will happen.** And moments like that we must realise that the unknown tongue that God gives to us is a master key in the development of our spirit. The Holy Spirit which is God's Spirit, which is Holy, is infusing strength in our inner man to make us a new person. We have what it takes to finish the assignment when the frequency of heaven becomes our frequency. We can connect generations together. There were apostles in the upper room, children, women, men, there were all kinds of people in the upper room, 120 of them. It was a **starting company.** To start with 120, it's ok. We have to expend.

**Know the God of increase, not just a God of strength. He wants to multiply you.** When He made man He said, “It is very good!” When He made the trees and the gardens he said, “Good.” Even God has KPI. This is good, this is very good. This is fruit, this is more fruit, this is much more fruit. God evaluates His own work. This is the work ethic we need to have. **We got to evaluate our own work and see whether we are worth paying for.** A good workman not only finds approval in his own heart but God approves the
man. I thank God for people who are rising right across the network, who are walking into the political arena or walking into the business arena, education. All kinds of things are happening. I want you to be part of that. Feel that you are part of that don’t just meet some little needs in your own heart. Trust God for a final movement of the Holy Ghost.

Papa praying:-

“Father we thank You this morning for the power of the Holy Spirit to rest upon our lives. That we will know the God of our strength in the power of the Holy Spirit that our spirit will be strengthened with power and strength from on high. That we pray in the Holy Ghost and build up our most holy faith. Thank you Father for what you are doing right now. Thank You for what You are speaking to our hearts. That the power to heal the sick and the power to deliver men and women is in us. It is in us because we believe in His Name. That the Name of Jesus is higher than any other name. That at the Name of Jesus every knee, every nation, every demonic terrain must bow. That in the Name of Jesus is the Name that shuts down every works of hell. Then the fear of God would be from the heaven, earth and hell itself.

We pray right now that the enemy will have no power preying in this territory because this territory belong to us. We are not asking permission of the devil, we are doing what God asked us to do. You have no authority to speak. Be bound and leave this country. In the Name of Jesus.
Father pour Your Spirit afresh upon us. **Those who are filled with the Spirit will arise with wisdom and strength; with understanding and execution.** That we will know the God of strength. Make us understand the God of increase. The increase of His government and of peace there is no end. So I prophesy to you that the devil cannot be ruling over your life every day. His time is coming, it is expiring, devil leave now! Let the power of the Holy Ghost fill this house, the fear of God to fill this mind. So those who work righteousness will not be discouraged by the wicked who rule before them. Let the power of Your Spirit rest.

Pray in the Holy Ghost! Let the river of life flow! Let the river of fire flow! Take it! Take it! Take it! Breakthrough right now! Break forth right now! Let not the enemy intimidate you anymore. It is time to rise! Don't let the enemy intimidate you. Push it with all your heart. Let the church be strong! Let the church push forward! Go forward! **Press through until you see the victory. We want ANS to be unstoppable, impregnable that the enemy cannot cross the blood line.** You were bought with a price with the blood of Christ so that you know how worthy you are. Know how worthy you are that God would pay the highest price. For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son so that they might believe in Him and not perish. That **God would spend anything and everything in heaven and send the Holy Spirit, send Jesus just to prove to you His love.**
Don't talk to me about love. Nobody loves me, I am by myself. But God wants you to know that He loves you. He didn't just talk. Talk is cheap. He layed down His Son for you. He sent the Holy Spirit for you. Human beings are very easy to forget. That is why we are not grateful. But I want ANS to set the standard for the rest of the world. I am not expecting this nonsense to have ten people who are healed and have one to come and praise God. I want all ten! Everyone! Have this inside your heart!"

I got to get back to preaching again. I got to change this world. What I trust God for is every Sunday I can change your world because some of our world is so small. Even you have to bend your head to go in. It is just like a person living in a dwarf’s house. Break free! Stop living under the confines of the world and what the world decides for you. I have no problem. I have learned. This one year, whatever the enemy does doesn't have to affect us.

We follow the restrictions but we are not restricted because in the Spirit we can do a lot more. The people who are blind use their ears to see. I hope you understand what I am talking about. Because they cannot see they hear. They use the stick to knock they know if it is wood or iron. And it is just amazing that the body you shut one side the other would move. When my right hand got restricted my left hand would move. My left hand cannot do all the things but at least it is moving. So let's move with God.
I believe that **there are certain things that God will cut off from this nation once and for all.** God gave me a clear vision of South Africa. There are mountains out there and they have white crosses all on the mountain. It is to signify how many white people got killed. It is a very disgusting vision. Wherever there is violence, wherever there is this, the blessings of God just leaves. But I am not ready to pray for South Africa now but I told them to get ready because I am going to send them the word of God that is going to change the whole nation. The devil knows he is not in charge.

Stay with me and don't collide with me in the spirit. If you don't understand we can help you and give you extra tuition classes. I am serious because you doubt because you don't read. I read that's why I don't doubt. That is why it is said, **“Brethren, let us not be ignorant about spiritual gifts.” Many times our ignorance is ignorance to get what we don't have. God will give us the wisdom.**

**God Of Increase.**

**“So then those who were scattered because of the persecution that occurred in connection with Stephen made their way to Phoenicia and Cyprus and Antioch, speaking the word to no one except to Jews alone. But there were some of them, men of Cyprus and Cyrene, who came to Antioch and began speaking to the Greeks also, preaching the Lord Jesus. And the hand of the Lord was with them, and a large number who believed turned to the Lord. The news about**
them reached the ears of the church at Jerusalem, and they sent Barnabas off to Antioch. Then when he arrived and witnessed the grace of God, he rejoiced and began to encourage them all with resolute heart to remain true to the Lord; for he was a good man, and full of the Holy Spirit and of faith. And considerable numbers were brought to the Lord.”

These group of people, some of them said, “Come, let us cross over to the other side. Let us preach to the Gentiles also.” No where was there any orders from Jerusalem telling you to preach to the Gentiles. They didn't want to preach to anybody except Jews. Even though God raised Paul to reach out to the Gentiles, he still went back to the Jews to help them. All his persecutions came from the Jews because he was preaching that the old is obsolete and the first commandment is gone and now God is making a new covenant. So you can see here that some of them were able to cross over to the other side.

1. Increase happens when we continue with what we know.

As I challenge the network I said that the things that I preach and I teach, I teach what is relevant for now, how we can live strong today. I am tempted sometimes to talk about the end times but I want to talk in terms of how you will benefit from this message. It is not just speculation. The book of revelation is not speculation it is definition. God is defining what the end times is all about. For us the end times could be 666, Rome and the wild beast. But you
must know that it is defining that the snake in the garden is still a snake in the book of Revelation.

“And the great dragon was thrown down, the serpent of old who is called the devil and Satan, who deceives the whole world; he was thrown down to the earth, and his angels were thrown down with him.”
Revelation 12:9 NASB1995

He is called the great dragon; he also has another name, the serpent of old; he is also call devil and he is call Satan. He who deceives the world, he is a deceiver. The Bible says that God has no place for him. Christian life has nothing to do with the devil. Christianity is what Christ is. He has cut of the devil from my life. The life I now live, I live by faith in the Son of God Who died for me, Who shed His blood for me. That is what it is, a Devil free life, a sin free life. All the bondages beeing broken. So you are living differently. If you have no devil, no sin, no flesh affecting your life you will be the happiest person on planet earth. You can handle any kind of pressure that comes in your life because you are free from flesh, free from sin, free from your high opinions.

You can take a proper posture. If you can only be strong when strong people get around you, you are not strong. You are strong when the 200 of them will not go and fight the battle. David had 600 men. They came to Ziglag, it was burnt down by the Amalekites. The children were taken, the women were taken. You go to battle and you come back and your children are taken, your wife is taken. They
pushed the problem to David. Instead of standing with David and go to battle, they were so angry that they were talking about stoning him. Same with Acts 6, the moment they find a problem, they went to the apostles and said, “Don't pray, don't preach, help solve this problem!” That is why the problem in our nation will never go away. You don't have somebody that will stop this nonsense. **Begin to rise in the spirit so we can really allow God to raise a righteous man. Not just Christians, righteous men across the nation.** I prefer to have a government that is not Christian base , I prefer to have a government that is divine based. We don't want to teach them about Christian rituals. Jesus came to give us life and life abundantly, He wants us to live that life.

So please remember that **whatever you know don't stop doing it because the God of increase will look for you, whether it is finance, health or strength.** The God of increase will be looking how He can bless you so that you can be blessed with great measure. Especially when you walk in the dimension with God and the Holy Spirit there are certain things you don't care about. That is not your focus.

I came to this town with a plastic bag of clothes. Now I cannot wear them, my body is not enough. I wish I have 2 or 3 body. I wish we can have more meetings. If they know your size they buy it. They know what you like they bring it from everywhere. God is good to me. I don't want to complain. I just want to stay and increase life.
If you don't continue in what you know, if you know what you are supposed to do and you don't do it, or delay your obedience, you have started to deceive yourself. You cannot be deceived unless you first deceive yourself. Self deception is first. But when the increase happens you must continue in what you know.

“So then those who were scattered because of the persecution that occurred in connection with Stephen made their way to Phoenicia and Cyprus and Antioch, speaking the word to no one except to Jews alone.”
Acts 11:19 NASB1995

They were scattered, they moved everywhere, they moved out of Jerusalem because of the persecution that occurred in connection with Stephen. This is when you really know who is who when you can handle the pressure. No money, no wife, no strength, but when God comes inside, He wants to see what you are made out of. Put the fire under your backside and you suddenly start to burn. This is 18 carat gold, 20 carat gold and 22 carat gold. As the gold get higher in number it gets softer and softer. It is so pliable that you can actually turn the shape of the gold.

Increase happens in the word we receive. Whatever you know start doing it. The reason why you don't know what to do is that you have never done what is to be done first. How many want wisdom from above? Do we want wisdom from above, strength from above, discerning from above? We can only win this world if God wins us. So don't stop believing. Persecution, pressure, whatever doesn't matter.
When you have a wife, you got pressure. No wife, you got pressure, it is call no wife pressure. You got money, you got pressure. No money, you also got pressure.

Every it is your mind that blocks you. If you listen too much to the flesh then you begin to trust in your own ability and strength to get things done. If we put Daniel into the lions’ den, he sleeps with them. Your lion is chosen by God or tamed by God because He is the creator. There are certain things you won't go through in life because God makes sure that the lion is there dealing with the others not with you. Instead of sending food for the lion they sent Daniel. Daniel is no food to lions because his food is from heaven. I want to challenge you, don't become weak in the times of trouble. In the time of trouble you should be in maximum strength, if not slowly you will give up.

Increase happens when we continue in what we know. No matter what the pressure is we can still go through. It is how much you want to go through. When we were young in the ministry we had very little resources. God spoke to me to break this curse upon my life. We don't have enough food, enough things, don't even have enough clothes. Clothes came from my uncle with flower designs all over.

2. Increase happens when we break people limitations.

They spoke the words to no one but to Jews alone but some of them... You got to break limitations because limitation is what we learnt. You wonder why your
children can jump on the cushion and run around and still don't fall. It is because they have no fear. You have to explain to them fear. You have to explain to them what is the fear that you fear so much. The child is asking the mother to see how he jumps into the water but the mother says, “No, don't jump!” In just a few seconds they are already climbing up the gate but you would be thinking like you would not do that. That is why you never did it. But for them there is no limitation in their mind. If they want to go they go, if they don't want to go they don't go. This generation is different they use their will more than any generations. I will, iron will. That is the power that God gave back to you. The power to make a choice. To do His will or not to do His will.

When you are born again the thing that God restores to you first is the power to use your will. If you cannot decide you cannot move forward. So when you are born again, you are born again according to His will. So when we are born again our will is restored to us so that we will become intelligent beings to choose what we want. Choose the pathway that is right. Unfortunately the people think that God has relinquished all responsibility, they can do whatever they want. You are born again by His Word. So in the same sense you are to respond to Him. Your will is to do what is right not as license for sin. The people limitation first is in the will. We must not use our will to do the will of the enemy but to use our will to choose God’s will.

We must honour God whether in absence of God's people or not, we still have to obey God. God works within us so
that we can work out our salvation with fear and trembling for it is God Who works within us both to say I will and find power to do what God has put into our hearts.

We have People Limitiation. We use other fear figure against our own children: A Policemen is just walking on the road on the other side and your car is here, why must you hide? There is nothing to hide. If you train up your child that way you will always look for something to frighten them. Faith is not fear, fear is not faith. They are complete different energy. I want to pray that you will become free from being crippled by human limitations.

So the God of increase is when you find Him blessing you when you continue to do what is right. If one day God can get you that you are breaking free from all limitations your next assignment will be brighter and stronger. Next time you will run a different race. If your personal limitations are broken you can soar like an eagle. Be careful what people say about you. Because I cannot do it doesn't mean you cannot do it. That is why we say to the next generation, “The sky is the limit!”

I cannot swim. I see little boys jump and summersault into the water and don't get drown. I went to the Philippines and was on a jet ski and wore a life jacket. I went to a shallow part and jumped into the water and try to stay underneath to test the life jacket. Sure enough as I let go it just carried me up. I tried head down, I came up on the water. God said to me, “If you are buoyant in the Spirit you will always rise to the surface.”
Many times we think we cannot but God has built things into our lives that will take us to the top. It is so powerful that limitations are broken because you carry what you need to carry. I want you to break every people limitation. I am not asking you to rebel against your leaders. I am saying that if it comes to your personal abilities you have to choose to continue on. If you want to jump five feet high in high jump people may discourage you. They say, “Lower the standard then you can cross.” That is easy, that is to please you but if you want to win the crown and win the price you got to rise above the standard they set. No limitations!

With this Covid-19, the restrictions placed on people are not reasonable because I cannot run with my nose closed. You need a lot of air. And sometimes staying at home for too long, living under stale atmosphere... some more you have two dogs and four hamsters....

Break people limitations. In your mind don't hold them against it but give yourself a chance to do something significant. Like in bungee jumping, I wouldn't want to do it but don't block others in the bus who want to do it. God wants to give us the opportunity to prove to ourselves.

That is why a lot of parents are not stopping their children from walking into business. If you tell them in the beginning and don’t prepare them they will be losing out.
3. Increase happens when the message of God’s word breaks out.

You know how much the word of God has blessed your life. You are sons of God. How much more it will bless other people's life. They are blind, they can see, they will begin to rejoice. Our word and our authority must bring people into all that God wants for them. The God of increase is when the Word is not just blessing you but it is blessing the lives of others. That is why we say to share testimony, share the word. You cannot be strong without God's word breaking out in your life. Continue in what you know. Break people limitations. This message that blesses you blesses others. Paul said to Timothy that what I teach you in front of many witnesses also speak to other men who can speak to others. If I bring in the message of God, then you who are members must carry the message to the next level, to the next level, to the next level so that everybody is equalised with the same message. The God of increase manifests, when what you know is sown into the lives of others.

You just grew one plant, then it produces seeds, then the next tree is there and everywhere and before long it become a full jungle, filled with the same seed that you have sown. Increase happens when God's message breaks out.

This is 2021!
“But there were some of them, men of Cyprus and Cyrene, who came to Antioch and began speaking to the Greeks also, preaching the Lord Jesus. And the hand of the Lord was with them, and a large number who believed turned to the Lord.” Acts 11:20-21 NASB1995

4. There is a sovereign move of God, those who believe will turn to the Lord.

There is a sovereign move of God, a miracle in each one of us obeying God. Increase is going to come and manifest itself in the midst of us and God will begin to move. Look at this verse of scripture, ‘a large number who believed turned to the Lord’. Is it possible to believe and turn away? Not only believe but they turn their attention to the Lord. There are a lot of people who believe in their heart but their eyes are focused on all kinds of wrong things. But I pray that your eyes will be focused. **You believe and turn your face towards God.** That's what it means when God spoke to me, “Large number who believed turn to the Lord!” **So many people who believe in their heart but they are not willing to pay the price.** If you want this life then you seriously need to think about putting your honest integrity on the line. I believe but I cannot turn my face towards the world. If you believe in Him then you got to turn your focus on Him. Fixing our eyes upon Jesus, the author and perfecter of our faith. So when increase began to manifest, a large number who believed turned to the Lord.
I am wanting to challenge you so that we can clear the pathway for others by crossing the line, go to the other side. Speak also to the Greeks, to your relatives, to your friends. Because some of them believe what they believe but they have turned their face towards God. That is why we got to continue to believe that we can break people limitation. We can continue in the Word that we won't be struggling. When the Word breaks out people movement begins because they know the same message that you are speaking to your church you are speaking to them also because they are part of salvation.

5. We need God to manifest in raising up leaders who are insightful to know what God is doing in their church, in the city and all around us.

“The news about them reached the ears of the church at Jerusalem, and they sent Barnabas off to Antioch.”
Acts 11:22 NASB1995

The news about Him spread everywhere. They could not meet Jesus but Jesus had to meet them outside. If you like to do something and God clears the way, man move out of the way, and you have free access with no limitation, you will be a champion. You will be doing great exploits. I trust God that because of what is happening to you, news will reach Jerusalem. They sent Barnabas to Antioch. He was the next batch of leaders rising up. You have Barnabas, you have Philip, you have Stephen. All these are sons of encouragement. The news of what God is doing in your life must spread everywhere. A new type of leaders will rise.
“Then when he arrived and witnessed the grace of God, he rejoiced and began to encourage them all with resolute heart to remain true to the Lord; for he was a good man, and full of the Holy Spirit and of faith. And considerable numbers were brought to the Lord. And he left for Tarsus to look for Saul; and when he had found him, he brought him to Antioch. And for an entire year they met with the church and taught considerable numbers; and the disciples were first called Christians in Antioch.”
Acts 11:23-26 NASB1995

Barnabas was a good man. What did a good man do with good people? When he arrived he witnessed the grace of God. He saw that God was already there. That is what I pray that when we meet in any training session or this morning, that the grace of God is manifested. We can witness the grace of God. Leaders are those who can influence others.

If you don't want to make anybody else happy, make me happy. I want to have a family that I can be happy about. That when I think of you, I can think of you of all the things you have listened to and how God is blessing you, it will be amazing. I think I will recover immediately. Because it is these things that kill pastors. This is the thing that kills me: When those who can do don't do; Those who cannot do they try to. I have taken twenty years from God as a loan. I will do anything I need to do. Write any book, write any manual and do whatever He asks me to do in the nations of the world. I got twenty years or I am setting twenty years apart for that very purpose. We must see the whole nation
rise. So we need to witness the grace of God. Every time we meet the grace of God must manifest among us so that those who are weak become strong; Those who are blind can see; Those who are deaf can hear. What a powerful time it's going to be like. The grace of God is actually manifesting, what is happening?

When the grace of God comes upon us other people rejoice because they worked hard for it. That is why fathers and mothers are a special breed of people. Whether they are Christians or non Christians. They are special because without them you will never be in this place. I was born in a non Christian family too but the grace of God is there. They rejoice. Your mother will rejoice too when you do good things and great things.

I met one mother outside the Pudu Station. She has just gone to the Pudu jail to visit her son. She said, “I have been coming for eleven years.” Every season she will come and see the son. I said, “Are you not getting older?” She said that it is getting more difficult to come but yet she comes because in her heart she still believe that something good is in her son. I cannot see because he is not my son. If he is your own kind your heart goes much deeper.

That is why I tell you this is good news and bad news. When you love your family so deeply you want to see them rise. If you pay the price you want to see them rise. You will be the last one to let go of hope. Still can! Cancer spread everywhere, still can! They are not just survivors they are people who know how to lay hold of things that
needs to be laid hold of. I have not died yet because there are people praying, people believing. I believe that I should stay. So the devil is not involved. Seeing the witness of the grace of God he rejoiced.

When the people are doing well you don't have to do anything, you just watch. When your children are growing up, they are growing up well and steady, your heart rejoices. If not the wife is in one part, the husband is in one part, the child is in one part the granddaughter is in another part, everywhere there is confusion.

I pray that God will raise up good leadership among us so that we will be strong leaders. Leaders are those who can influence others. So I pray that you will influence others by recognising the grace and rejoice and working with them to keep their heart resolute to be true to God and a considerable number were added to Christ.

I want to pray something special today, not because it is Mother's Day. Mother's Day is for you to enjoy yourself. Take your mother out for lunch or for dinner. Even that they make impossible for us.

Papa closing prayer, prophesy and exhortation:-

Father we thank You that You are here among us. You want us to rise, You want us to become better. You want to be the God of increase in our lives so that we become the increase of God added to this world.
I want you in your mind to begin to think. **If God gives you exactly what I mentioned to you today, we will be meeting each other on the next plane. We are meeting each other on a higher level.** We sing of new levels. There are lesser and lesser devils as we get up there because they cannot breathe the breath of God. You go up higher and higher the air becomes thinner and you start entering into that zone of God's Presence. Lift your hands this morning.

Father, come right now in the midst of us. That a **new day will begin in our church.** We are restructuring the church because we know the God of increase is going to come and manifest among us. Healing, miracles, signs and wonders, lives change, atmosphere is charged with God. I pray a sense of God consciousness will come upon our lives. Stay strong with me. **The Holy Spirit will be there among us that we can finish the assignment you want us to finish.** We receive from you the grace. We receive it to change our hearts so that our hearts will be resolute and we will remain true to God and to one another. We just pray for a supernatural release.

I see a broad pathway open up in the spirit so that you can enter in. God is going to tune the frequency of your spirit so that when you pray in tongues something changes inside. It is not just for tongues sake that He gave us tongues but He gave us tongues so that we can edify our spirit and take our spirit to the next level. Amazing things are going to happen. This is the key to make it happen.
I want everyone of you to open up your heart and begin to ask God when was the last time He spoke to you? When was the last time I brought a prophetic word over your life? Go back and check it and build upon it. Because God is not going up the mountain here and there and round about but He is wanting you to cross over to the other side. He is willing to make anything available for us. If you need time, He will give you time but you must return.

Holy Spirit fall afresh on us right now. A new day is beginning in ANS. The standard we are going to raise is going to be so sharp and so strong. The world will know that we are standard bearers. Retain the standard of teaching and all that God has planned for us.

I believe that the next four weeks are very important. You just know what to do. Don't just have Zoom. Zoom is just a facilitator but we got to have Spirit dynamics. The dimensions of God must be discussed, talked about and prayed about so that we can carry ourselves to the next level.

He is my Shepherd I shall not want. Something amazing is going to happen this week. Especially when we consider the month of April and the month of September. What is God going to do? He is going to increase your capacity. Mature your spirit so that you are on your way to receiving your inheritance. I believe that what you are receiving from heaven is going to be far greater than what you ever known on earth. Enter into that place. Secure that covenant.
Jacob said to Esau, “Give me your birthright.” Esau didn't stop an inch. He said, “Sure take the birthright. I will have the porridge.” Those who serve and are slave to the flesh will come into ruin. But those who live by the life of the Spirit will know the God of increase.

I assure you this day that God will draw you closer to Him and share with you His heart because you are willing to hear the burden of Christ for this nation. You are ready to move on. These are not the days to fall back.

I see a broadway, a path that is of eight lanes like the highway in some parts of the world. Eight lanes, four on each side. The vehicles are moving so fast. And everyone that God has fuelled and infused with strength is going at that speed. God said to me, “Acceleration is coming. Acceleration of maturity is coming and a tremendous time of peace will come into your heart in spite of anything else. The increase of His government there will be no end. Receive another measure of grace. The grace of God that is ready to lift you up to the next level.

There is a lot of angelic activity in the city. That’s why you still stay strong. That is why you still have the worship that is due to His Name. I want you to guard yourself this week because next week I want to gather you together if possible. If not we will do it by Zoom, the training on Sunday afternoon. I don't know what to do. Sometimes when you think of it you can get mad and sad. But that is how much the people in the world know and that is how
much they want to contribute in their life. But you know the Lord you know how to occupy yourself.

When the teamwork gets together and the workforce gets together, we raise up a winning team so that we can finish every assignment given to us. The God of increase is coming. Increase numerically; Materiel increase; Spiritual increase; Economic increase; Emotional increase; Stature wise we get stronger and stronger. In Jesus’ Name, Amen!”